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Introduction
Systems of differential equations which admit pseudo-groups are
seemed to be interesting to us.
Roughly speaking, a system of differential equations (/I) is said to
admit a pseudo-group F if, for each solution s of (/I), $05 is also a
solution of (X) for any <j> e F.
For the study of such systems, it is fundamental to investigate Fautomorphic systems. For a pseudo-group F, a system of differential
equations admitting F is called a F-automorphic system if any solution
of the system is of the form fas, 0 e F, where s is a particular solution.
For these systems of differential equations, we shall pose the following two problems: (1) How generally are there F-automorphic systems?
(2) What are necessary and sufficient conditions in order that F-automorphic systems (A)^ and (A)2 are isomorphic?
The purpose of this paper is to give some answers to the problems
(1) and (2) for complete pseudo-groups.
As to the problem (1), it is the conclusion that, under certain regularity and completeness conditions for a pseudo-group F on a manifold
Q, there exists a F-automorphic system for any local submersion s of a
manifold N to Q such that s is a particular solution of the system
(Theorem 6.1).
As to the problem (2), we can give a necessary and sufficient condition for F-automorphic systems whose solutions are local submersions of
N to Q (Theorem 7.1).
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The problem (2) Is a special case of equivalence problems of differential equations which appear naturally, when we consider integration
problems according to Lie's integration program. Lie's program is not
stated explicitly anywhere in his papers. But we can perceive it enough
through his works. This paper is strongly affected by his thought.
In §1, we state some properties of differential invariants of pseudogroups.
In §2, we study about the existence of F-automorphic systems for
complete pseudo-groups.
In §3, we state a necessary and sufficient condition for two automorphic systems to be isomorphic.
In §4, we give an interpretation of completeness of pseudo-groups.
In §5, we give such examples of F-automorphie systems that they
are isomorphic. In Example 1, F is of finite type and in Example 2,
F is of infinite type.
§1.

Differential Invariants

1. Throughout this paper, we assume the differentiability of class
C<°. Let Q be a manifold and let s£ denote the sheaf of germs of all
local vector fields on Q, We set jaf0(z) = {Xe £>(z)\Xz = Q where Xz
is the value of X at z.} and, for fc§;0, we set £/k+l(z) = {Xeja/fc(z)|
jk+i(x) = Q} where j*+l(X) is the (fc + l)-jet of X at z. We set A(z)
=limj/(z)/j^fc(z). Then there exists a natural homomorphism Fz of
fe-*oo

j/(z) to A(z). Let <g be a weak Lie algebra sheaf on Q (as for its
definition, refer to [4]) and we set JS?fc(z) = J5?(z) n ^fe(z). Then L(z)
= limjg?(z)/JS?k(z) is a Lie subalgebra of A(z).
fe-*oo

Definition 1.1. A weak Lie algebra sheaf & is said to be regular
if dim^7fe(z)/j5fk+1(z) depends only on fe, which we denote by dk(3?)
(fc=-l, 0,...) where ^ ? _ 1 (z) = jgf(z).
Definition 1.2. A weak Lie algebra sheaf & is called a Lie algebra
sheaf if it satisfies the following property;
(*) For a vector field X on an open set U<=.Q and any point
zel/, if Fg(X(z)) e L(z) where X(z) is the germ of X at z, then X is
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a local cross-section of «£?.
We denote by Jl(N, Q) the space of J-jets of local maps of N to
Q and, if dim N ^ dim g, we denote by Jl(N9 Q) the space of I-jets of
local maps of N to Q which are of maximal rank. Then Jl(N, Q) is
open in Jl(N, Q). For any p e Jl(N, g), we denote by a(p) (resp. f}(pj)
the source of p (resp. the target of p). Then we can regard a or fi
as the projection of Jl(N9 Q) onto N or Q respectively.
Let X be any local cross-section of a weak Lie algebra sheaf 3?
and let fa be the local 1 -parameter group of local transformations generated by X. We assume that X is defined on U. For any p£f$~~l(U)
aJl(N, g), we have a map 5: N=3F a(p) -><2 such that p=7'i(p)(5). We set
(f>(t1\p)=jl(p)(fa°s).
Then (/>(f° is a local i-parameter group of local transformations and induces a local vector field X ( Z ) defined on j8"1(l7).
Here we set J°(N, Q) = A T x Q . We set jg?<')(p) = {X<'>(p)|X /s
cross-section defined on a neighbourhood of P(p)}. Then, if
dimg, we have
Lemma 1.1. For /^O, jg?<'>= l U J2f(0(p) /s fl regular weak
peJ (N,Q)
Lie algebra sheaf on Jl(N5 Q) if <£ is a regular weak Lie algebra
sheaf on Q.
Proof. It is easy to see that <£^ is a sheaf with Lie algebra structure. We shall show that jg?<'> is regular. Let p = j l x ( f ) e J l ( N , Q).
Since / is of maximal rank, it is clear that the map <7 (/) : J^(^(p))->j^(0(p)
with a(l\X(P(p))) = X(l\p) is a Lie algebra isomorphism. Moreover cr(O
satisfies ff(0(^I+fc(/j(p))) = ^i)(p)(/ l =-i 0,1,2,...) where
This implies that dimj^(z)(]7)/J^(00(p)= Z* dk(^) and
k=-i
= dl+h(&) (fc = 0, 1,...). This implies that jSf (z) is regular on Jl(N9 Q)
if jSf is regular.
2e Let jSf be a weak Lie algebra sheaf on Q.
Definition 2.1. Let p be a function defined locally at jlx(f) e Jl(N,
Q). cp is called a differential invariant of & at j"i(/), if, for any local
cross-section X of & at/(x)eg, we have X^'(p = 0.
We assume that 3? is regular and dim N ^ dim g. We set D(pl)
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= ^l\p)l<e(J\p\pEJl(N,Q).
Then by Lemma 1.1, the assignment
l
( l)
J (N9 Q) 3 p-*D p gives an involutive distribution on Jl(N, Q) which we
denote by D<£ (/^O). Here we also set J°(N, Q) = NxQ.
Definition 2.2, A fundamental system of first integrals of D(<£ at
peJl(N, Q) is called a fundamental system of differential invariants of
=$? at p.
Note that any first integral of D(J) at peJl(N9 Q) is a differential
invariant of 3? at p.
Let / be a local map of NIDU onto Keg of maximal rank. We
denote by {x1,...9xn} (resp. {zi9...9zq}) a coordinate system on U (resp.
V) and by {xt(i ^i^n\ z/l^j^), ^,..;k(lg^, l^/ l f ..., ; k £n, Irgfc
^/)} a coordinate system on a neighbourhood Ul = (pl0)~i(U x V)aJl(N9
Q) of jlx(f) where plk9 l>k, is the projection of Jl(N, Q) onto Jk(AT, Q).
For a function ^ on an open subset WaU1, we set 5f^=^- +
C/Xj

a

H ---------h S

.P
.P! jitt a A — •• Then 3f(^ is a function defined

on (p}-1"1)-1^)/1 We' also set 3f li . <ifc = 5f k oflf f c _ 1 o... 0 af i .
possesses the following properties,,

The operation 5f

Lemma 2.1. For any l ^ i ^ n and J ^ l , we /zaue 5f(p{_!)* = (p{+1)*5f.
Proof. Let 3; be any function defined on a neighbourhood of pe
U1'1. Then we have

+

On the other hand we have
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Now we have clearly

l

'i

and

°-i
$P}i...7,

8xt '

l

dz,

l

l

dz>

=0.

These imply that we get

Lemma 2.2. Let y be any function defined on a neighbourhood
of pel}1 and let 0 be any local diffeomorphism of Q^>W to a neighbourhood UP(P) of P(p). Then we have
Proof.

We have

and

Therefore we get

+
+

...+
+
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E

.
l

and

i

_
' dz,,

This implies 3f(
The following Lemma is the infinitesimal form of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.3. X(l+l)-dly = df(X^- y) for any local function
peJ'(N, Q) and any local vector field X at f}(p).
The immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3 is

y at
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Lemma 2.4. Let 3? be a regular weak Lie algebra sheaf on Q
and let y be any differential invariant of £ at pl =jlx(f) e Jl(N, Q).
Then d\y is also a differential invariant of & at pl+1 =Ji+1(/)§2. Automorphlc Systems of Submersion Type
3. Let r be a pseudo-group on Q (as for the definition of "pseudogroups", refer to [4]). Except for the following two definitions, we
assume that dim JV ^ dim Q.
Definition 3.1. Let (A) be a differential equation given on a neighbourhood Vk of peJk(N,Q). (A) is said to be F-automorphic if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) There exists a solution.
(2) For any solution s: U-+Q and any element $: W1-^W2^P(Vk)
in T, if 5(U)cpf 1 , $05 is also a solution.
(3) For any two solutions si:Ui-+Q(i = l,2)9 U^afj)), there exists
an element <£eF such that s2 = ^°si on a neighbourhood U<=:U1r\U2
of a(jp).
Definition 3.2. Let (B1) be a differential equation on F f e 'cJ^
(]V, Q) (i=l, 2). (B1) is said to be isomorphic to (B2) if there exists
a diffeomorphism \j/ of f$(Vkl) onto f$(Vk2) such that s is a solution of
(B1) if and only if \j/°s is a solution of (B2).
4. First of all, in this article, we shall state Kuranishi's prolongation
theorem.
Theorem (Kuranishi). Let (M, M', coi) be a fibred manifold and let
(j) be a differential
equation of order I on (M, M', a)), 1^10. We
assume the following:
(i) There exists a local cross-section s0 of (M, M;, co) at x 0 eM'
such that s0 is a solution of (j)1 for any 1^10.
(ii) $ I+1 =>X^ r ) on a neighbourhood of Xl=jlxo(f)
where X1 is an
ordinary integral point of $>l for any I^I 0 and p($1} is the standard
prolongation of <$l*
1
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(iii) For a suitable open neighbourhood U of Xl°, (I<Pl° n U9 oc([/)3 a)
is a fibred manifold, where I<Pk is the set of integral points of <l>k.
(iv) (/<£>'+1 n^, /<£>'n^", pl+1) is a fibred manifold for a suitable
open neighbourhood ^ (resp. f ') of Xl+1 (resp. X1) for any 1^10.
Then there exists an integer l± such that $l+1 and p(<l>1) are equal in
a neighbourhood of Xl+1 and such that 0l is involutive at X1 for any

As for the proof of this theorem, refer to [1].
Lemma 41. Let ^ be a regular weak Lie algebra sheaf on Q
and let {(B\}k^± be a sequence of differential equations satisfying the
following conditions'.
(1) (B)k is generated by functions y]-^} (1^ j^mk) at pk=jk0(s)
fc
eJ (JV, Q) where { y k } J ^ i is a fundamental system of differential invariants of 3? at pk and {lkj]j^l is a family of functions locally defined
at x0eN.
(2) s is a solution of (B)k for any fe^l.
Then there exists an integer /0 such that f is a solution of (B)lo if
and only if it is a solution of (B\ for any 1^10.
Proof. We shall show that there exists an integer /x such that (B)l+l
and p(B)l are equal in a neighbourhood of pl and (B)t is involutive at
pl for any / ^ / x . For any /, {Xj}'j=l are considered as differential invariants of 3? at pl. We may assume that {xl9...9xn, yll9...9 ylmi-n} is a
fundamental system of differential invariants of 3? at pl. Then y\
~ ^ i j - - - 9 ylmi-n~~^mi-n are linearly independent and I(B)t is the set of
points satisfying ylj — AJ- = 0 (1^ j ^ m ^ — n). This implies that pl is an
ordinary integral point of (B)l9 l^l. For any differential invariant
yl~l of <£ at p1"1, dfy1'1 is a differential invariant of <£ at pl by Lemma 2.4. Therefore we get dfyl~i = (pl~1(yl1,..., ylmi) for a suitable function
(pl"1. Let yl~l— A*"1 be a function in (B)l_1 where A^" 1 (resp. y*"1)
is a function locally defined at x0 (resp. a differential invariant of at
p1)We have d^y1'1 -^-1) = dfy1-1
-d^l-i==(pl-1(y{9...9ylmi)-d^1-1
l 1
1 l
l
l
and d?h ~ (x) = ( p l ~ ( y l , . . . , y mi)(j x(s)).
On the other hand, we have
l
clearly q>\-*(y i9...9 ^)01(5)) = ^~i(A\(x) ? ..., Vmi(x)). Therefore we get
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r'M,.,^), that is, af(y- 1 -A'- 1 )=^- 1 (yi,.-,O-^r i
,). Therefore

we get easily 3f(/-i -A*'1)- ™f

H

glj'(ylj-fy.

Since (B)j is an ideal as a sheaf, this implies that (B)t contains
Since s: 17 ->Q is a solution of (B)fc for any Jc^l, if we set W = aT
cJfc(]V, 0, (7(jB)fc n #, a(#X a) is a fibred manifold. We set s(k) = {j*(s)\
xeU}. Then s(fe) is a submanifold of Jk(N, Q) and, since x l 9 ...,x n
are differential invariants of &, Tp(s(fc)) n D^} = 0, pes(fe), where £><*> is
the involutive distribution on Jfc(JV, Q) induced from jgf . Let ./* the
maximal integral manifold of D (fc) through pes(k). We see that there
exists a neighbourhood ^& of pfc such that ./* n ^k= 'Jkp n f k if (./* n
n ('./*P n ^ ft ) 7^0. Since T.(s(fc))
n D(Dfc) =0, U «/J n -f~k is a manifold with
P
dim \J j ^ n ^ f c = n + dimD< fc >.
pes(k)

pes(k)

On

the

other

hand,

a

{xl9...,xn, y\,...9

(fe)

ymk-n} is fundamental system of first integrals of £> at pk and I(B)k
is the set of points satisfying y\— A^=0,..., Jw fc -n — ^m k -« == ^- Therefore
we have U </£ n ^kaI(B)k and dim/(B)k = w + dimD< k \ This implies
pes(fc)

that we have

W ^ n i/*k = I(B\ n ^.

pes(k)

It is easy to see that, for a

n

suitable neighbourhood V (resp. ^') of pl+l (resp. p')> (I(B)i+i n ^,
^', p{+1) is a fibred manifold. Therefore, by Kuranishi's theorem,
there exists an integer /0 such that (B)l+i and p(E)i are equal in a
neighbourhood of pz and (B)l is involutive at pj for any / ^ / 0 . This
implies that / is a solution of (B)lo if and only if it is a solution of
(B\ for any / ^ / 0 . This completes the proof of Lemma 4 . J .
Note that the integer /0 is independent of the choice of a fundamental system of differential invariants { y f i j l i of & at pl.
Definition 4.1. Let I0 be the minimum integer such that / is a
solution of (B)-lo if and only if / is a solution of (B)t for any /^I 0 .I 0
is called the order of <£ at (x0, 5).
5. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q and let &r be the maximal
subsheaf of $0 such that each stalk of 3?r is a Lie subalgebra of the
corresponding stalk of J3f and such that the pseudo-group ^(^r) generated by 3?T is contained in F.
Definition 5.1. Let T be a pseudo-group on 2

sucn

that &r is a
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regular Lie algebra sheaf. A neighbourhood Vk of j*(f) e Jk(N, Q) is
called a F-neighbourhood if there is a fundamental system of differential
invariants {y^J^i of &r such that each ys is defined on Vk.
Let / be a local diffeomorphism of Q such that /(x) = z.
Definition 5.2. A pseudo-group F on Q is said to be complete at
(z, /) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) £?r is a regular Lie algebra sheaf.
(2) Let 0 be a local diffeomorphism of Q such that, for any
integer fc^O, <£ (fc) maps an open subset W k B j * , ( f ) of a F-neighbourhood
Vk of ./*(/) into Ffe. Then a restriction '0 of 0 to a neighbourhood of
/'(X) is in F if and only if (<^fc))*y*j = yj on a neighbourhood 'PFfc of
Jx'(f') f°r anY integer Ic^O and a fundamental system of differential
invariants [y^J^i of j£?r on Vk.
Lemma 5.1. Let jlx(p) e Jl(N9 Q). Let $ be a local diffeomorphism
of Q such that 0 (I) maps an open subset Wl3jlx>(pr) of a I"-neighbourhood V1 of jlx(p) into V1 for any integer /^O. We assume that F is a
pseudo-group on Q which is complete at (p(x), 1) where i is the identity
of Q, Then '0eF if and only if (<t>(l))*nlj = 1llj on 'Wl for any integer
1^0 and a fundamental system of differential
invariants {vjfijLi
of
1
l
j£fr on V . (The notations '(/) and 'W are used like those of Definition
5.2.)
Proof. Since p is a local map of maximal rank, there exist a
neighbourhood W of x e N and a neighbourhood ^ of p(x) e Q such
that (N n ^", Q n ^, p) is a fibred manifold. Let t be a local crosssection of (N n iT9 Q n ^, p). Then * induces a local map pl of J f (N,
g) to Jl(Q, Q) such that, for a sufficiently small neighbourhood iff1 of
JJc(p) anc* a sufficiently small neighbourhood Of1 of
jlp(X)(p°t)=jlp(X)(ty,
)niP~l9Jl(Q,Q)nWl,pl)
is a fibred manifold. We denote by
( ()
(resp. ^ 2 ) the prolongation of \j/ e F to J*(AT, g) (resp. J'CQ, Q)).
We shall show that we have p^V^yV- Let
jlx(g)eJl(N,Q)ni^1.
Then we have pI°5A(i°(J^)) = Pl(Jx(^°^)):=Jp(x)(^0^00- On the other
hand, we have ^y)°Pz(Ji(^)) = ^(20(^(X)(^00)=Jp(x)(^0^00. Therefore we
get plo\l/w = \l/Wapl. Now let {j\,... 9 y^} be a fundamental system of
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differential invariants of &r at jJ, (JC) (l)e J7(Q, Q). Then, by the commutativity plo\l/w = \l/Wopl9 we can see that (pl)*ylj (l^j'^m,) are differential
invariants of <£r at jlx(p) e J*(AT, g). It is clear that there exists a
fundamental system of differential invariants {??i,-.., ^,, ^ J J + i 9 ..., ^ij of
<?r at j£(p) such that nlj = (pl)*ylj (1 ^ J ^ M I ) - If $ is a local diffeomorphism stated above, then <£(2Z) maps an open subset
WlBjlz(f')(f'(z)
= p'(x'),f' = p'°e) of a F-neighbourhood F* of jp(JC)(l) into F1 and clearly
Since r is com lete at
(#2))*J'J = >;}(1 = ./^ m j)> * = 0' on '^
P
(P(*X IX
( I)
we get '0er. If '^eT, then (0 2 )*eyJ = 3;J. (l^j'^m/) on an open subset

'JF's./iGn of F' for any /^O. Therefore we get (</>¥)**!j = nlj (l^J^/w/)
on an open subset 'W^sJiXp') of V1. Let rQ be the pseudo-group of
all local diffeomorphism of Q. Then it is easy to see that ^ ( w j + 1
^fc^ftj) are chosen such that they are differential invariants of FQ.
Therefore, in particular, we get (^i (Z) )*^i = ??i (JWj + lrgfcgfij) on an
open subset 'Wl of F1.
Lemma 5.2. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q such that <£T is a
regular Lie algebra sheaf. Let jlzo(l)eJl(Q9 Q) where 1 is the identity
map of Q and let if/ be a local diffeomorphism of Q such that \l/(l)
maps an open subset Wl of a F-neighbourhood V1 of jlZQ(l) into V1.
We set Gl = {jlz(l)eJl(Q9 Q)\zeQ}. Let {ylj}JLl be a fundamental system
of differential invariants of &r on V1. If ($(l^)*ylj = ylj (l^j^m^ on
GlnWl, then we get (^< z >)VJ- = J>i-0 =./ = mi)

on W

*°

Proof. For a local diffeomorphism / of Q such that jlz(f) e Wl,
we shall define a local diffeomorphism fl of a neighbourhood of jlz(f)
onto a neighbourhood of j£(l)eF' by fl(jlz'(g))=jlf(z')(g°f~1).
Then we
have \l/^ofl=flo\l/(1^
if the composition is well-defined, since we have

t™*fl(tim=t(lKj'w
Therefore, if we set (fl)*ylj = ylj (l^j^m^, then {yfijLi is also a fundamental system of differential invariants of &r at jlz(f).
Moreover we

have ((^'O^K/iCO)=((^(l))*(/0V5X/i(/))=((/0*(^(I))V}X;i(/))=(OA(Z))*
ylM(V) = yM(l^
(l^J^w,). Since { y j } J l ,
is also a fundamental system of differential invariants of J&?r at jz(f) E Wl,
we have (\l/W)*yl = yl on Wl.
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6. Theorem 6.1. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q which is complete
at (z, 1) and let s be a map of maximal rank of a neighbourhood
of x0eN to a neighbourhood of zeQ. Let 1 be the order of & r at
(xQ, s). Then there exists a sequence of differential equations {(#)/}/>*
at pl=jxo(s)eJl(N9 Q) satisfying the following properties:
(1) (B\ is generated by functions ylj — ^lj (l^j^m^ where {A.j}J±i
(resp. {yfifLi)
is a family of functions locally defined at XQ (resp.
a fundamental system of differential invariants of 3?r at pl).
(2) (J3)j is a F-automorphic system and possesses s as a solution
for any 1^1.
Proof. We set Vj(x) = ylj(jlx(s)).
Let J1 and f2 be solutions of (B):.
Then we may assume that they are defined on a neighbourhood U of
x0. We have clearly ylj(jlx(f1)) = ylj(jlx(f2))
for any xeU. Let Ul be a
neighbourhood of pl such that Ul/D(J)r is a manifold and let nl be the
projection of Ul onto Ul/D^r. ThQnylj(jlx(fl)) =
ylJ(jx(f2))(l^j^ml)
imply that nl(jx(f^)) = nl(jlx(f2)).
Let CD be any local diffeomorphism of
U. Then, if we set ft>/(ji(/))=jtI0-i(JC)(/oco), CDI is a local diffeomorphism
of Jl(N, Q) and for any local diffeomorphism 0 of Q, we have 0(l)oco*
= o) | o0< / > if the compositions are defined. Tn particular, we have the
commutativity for any $eF. Therefore we get nl(j\fl°a))) = nl(jl(f2°Q})}.
Let WxA be the product structure of U associated with f1. Then/ 1
is the natural projection of WxA-*W. We set U^=Wx [tyaWxA. Then
we may consider that / 2 |l/ A is a diffeomorphism for any leA. We set
/i = /WA and denote by 71 A the natural projection of U onto l/A.
Then we have clearly 7rA = (/|)-1o/1. We set ^A = (/f)°(/l)~ 1 . Then
we have

On the other hand, if we define a local map n[ of Jl(N, Q) into Jl(N, Q)
by niO'i(/))=7"i(/°n;i)» then by the same argument as for the map a>1,
we have 71^0(0 = 0(O07cA for any local diffeomorphism 0 of Q. Therefore nl(jl(fi°n,)) = nl(jl(f2onj) and we get also nl(j\f^n^)) = nl(jl(f2o
n^coj). Since we have nl(jl(f1°n^o}J) = nl(jl(fl°ojy), we get
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That is, we have

Since co is any local diffeomorphism of U, we have (g^)* ' ylj = ylj (1 ^ j
If Z^I, /] and f2 are solutions of all (B)k9 /c^O by Lemma 4.1.
Therefore 0^-jjJ^J ( l ^ y ^ m , , / = 0, 1, 2,...)- Since F is complete at
(z, 1), by Lemma 5.1, we get g^eF for any AeA We have / 2 (w, A)
= 9*.°f1(w> 4) for any (w, A) e JFx >4 = 17.
Now let {A l9 ..., Ar} be a coordinate on /I and we shall consider the
system of partial differential equations

<9A,-

-=0

where {zl9...9zq} is a coordinate system on Q. Let 7 1 ,/ 2 be solutions
of (B')i- Then if 1^7, we have / 2 (w, A) = gf A o/ 1 (w, A), 0 A eF. On the
other hand, 9^=fl°(fl)~l ={/I 0 ( s A)" 1 }°{/l°( 5 A)~ 1 }~ 1 - Since fl°(s^)~~l
and /IK^)"1 are independent of A, 0A is also independent of A. Therefore we get f2=g°fl9ger.
This implies that (B'\ is r-automorphic if
l
/^7. If we denote by J p the maximal integral manifold of /)^}r, we
have 7(B),= \J ./^ n t/ z . On the other hand, since (B')t is F-automorphic, we have also 7(5/)/= \J </lp n £7'. This implies that (jB)j is
also a F-automorphic system. This completes the proof of Theorem
6.1.

§3. Equivalence Problem of Automorphic Systems
7, Definition 7.1. Let
JJc0(/)e Jl(N, Q) and let F
admit a pseudo-group F if,
cj) e F which is defined on a
of 04)*.

(A)1 be a system of differential equations at
be a pseudo-group on Q. (A)1 is said to
for each solution s of (A)1 and any element
neighbourhood of s(x0), 0°s is also a solution
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Let r be a pseudo-group on Q which is complete at (z, 1). Let
s be a map of maximal rank of a neighbourhood of x0 to Q with s(x0)
= z and let /0 be the order of &T at (x0, s). For a fundamental system
of differential invariants [ylj}JLl of J§?r at jlxo(s)e Jl(N, Q)9 we set AJ(x)
= J>JO/i(s))' Then, by Th. 6.1, the system of differential equations (B)(:
ylj = hlj (Ig j^mt) is a F-automorphic system for 1^10.
Lemma 7.1. T/ze maximal pseudo-group which is complete at (z, 1)
and which is admitted by the system of differential equations (B)[
is equal to F on a neighbourhood of z.
Proof. Let F be the maximal pseudo-group which is complete at
(z, 1) and which (B)[ admits. Then F is a pseudo-group on a neighbourhood <% of z and clearly we have r^r\<%. Let {yfifli be a fundamental system of differential invariants of 3?f at jlxo(s). Then we have
Wj^m, and we may assume that ylj = ylj (l^j^rhi). We shall show that
F (resp. F) is locally defined at jxo(s) by {ylj}™Li (resp. {.pJ}*=Li) for
/^max(/ 0 5 IQ) where /0 (resp. I0) is tne order of J^ff (resp. J^f) at
(x0, s). Let 0 be a local diffeomorphism of Q such that (<t>(1*)* ylj = ylj
(l^j^m z ). Then if / is a solution of (5)i, so is $°f. We set /=0°/.
Since / and / are solutions of (B)i, as we proved in Th, 6.1, ^A = (/A)°
(/A)-I is an element of F and gx is independent of A which we denote
by g. Then we get 0 = #eF. Clearly any element ^ of F satisfies
(^(0)*^.= j;j. (lg j^m f ). This implies that F is locally defined at z = s(%0)
by the system of equations

Similarly F is locally defined at z by the system of equations

Therefore we have only to see that m^mj for /^max(! 0 , I0). Now
let Dl (resp. Dl) be the involutive distribution on Jl(N, <%) induced from
F (resp. F) and let Jlp (resp. Jlp) be the maximal integral manifold
of Dl (resp. Dl) through peJl(N9^). Then, as we proved in Lemma
4.1, we have I(B)\{\qtl= \j J?lpn<%1 and /(5)in^ z = U c/^n^r 1 for
pes(l)

pes(l)
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Since F^F\^9 we get
^

\j £lp(}Wl^> W

pes(l)

On the other hand, since (B)[ admits f, we have

W ./in^'.

pes(/)

^ _

pes(l)

\J Slpr\<&1

pes(l)

Therefore we get U ./'n#' = W J^ D^ 1 ,

that is, /(J3)i n^ = /(S)i n^ [ .
proof of Lemma 7.1.

pes(l)

pes(l)

Thus we get m/ = w/. This completes the

Lemma 7.2. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q which is complete at
(z, 1) for any z e Q. Let $ be an isomorphism of the F-automorphic
system (B)[: ylj = hlj (l^j-^m^ to the F-automorphic system (B)1^. ylj = fi lj
(l^j^raj). Then $ is an element of the normalizer JV(F) of F in
FQ which is the pseudo-group of all local dijfeomorphisms of Q.
Proof. 0 is a diffeomorphism of a neighbourhood ^ of z onto a
neighbourhood #' of z' = 0(z). We set r' = (f>-(r\qt)-(l>-1.
Then r
is a pseudo-group on <%' and F' is complete at (z', 1). Since 0 is an
isomorphism of (B)[ to (B)^, for any solution s2 of (J3)£, ^>"1°s2 is a
solution of (B)i and go((j)~los2)9 g eF, is also a solution of (B)^. Therefore (^•^•^~ 1 )°5 2 is a solution of (£)£, that is, (J3)j, admits F'. By
Lemma 7.1, we have r\W'=>r. If FI^VT', 0"1 -(r|^')'01^l^ and
(B)\ admits (j)'1 ' ( F \ ^ f ) - cj). This contradicts to the maximality of r\<&.
Therefore we get r = r\<&'. This implies that ^
For a fundamental system of differential invariants {yfiJLi of J^r
at j xo(s)eJl(N,Q),
we have a neighbourhood^ of (y{(jxo(s))9...9 ylmi
(7i0(s)))eJRmi and a T-neighbourhood ^rz of j^0(s) such that 9tl possesses
a product structure 'W x ^ and such that the natural projection of ^ x y"
onto ^ is equal to (};i,..., Jm z )- For 0e^(r), there are analytic functions £ l 5 ...,f m z defined on a neighbourhood of (y{(jlxo(s))9...9
ylm(jlxo(s)J)
eRmi such that <l>w*ylj = £ j ( y { 9 . . . , ylmi) (l^j^mt) and such that £ = (£i,...9
£mi) is a local diffeomorphism of 7^". We set D(0) = { and jz = (^i,...,
ylmi). Then we have i) 0<*>*/ = D(0)o/, ii) D(^o^) = D(^)oD(^) and iii)
) = D(0)-i. Thus ^T(r) induces a pseudo-group D(X"(T)) on iT.
l

Theorem 7.1. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q which is complete
at (z, 1) for any zeQ. Let {yfiJLi be a fundamental system of differential invariants of &T at Jlxo(s) e Jl(N, Q) and let 10 be the order of
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J§?r at (x0, s). For 1^10, a F-automorphic system y*- = A*.
is isomorphic to another F-automorphic system ylj = ^lj (l^j^mt) if and
only if there exists an element D(<£) e D(^f"(F)) such that iil = D((j))°)J
where fil (resp. I1) is a local map of a neighbourhood of x0 to Rmi
defined by ^(x) = (M (*)-., *£,(*)) (resp. A'(x) = (AK*),...,
Proof. Let \l/ be an isomorphism of ylj = ^j (l^j^m^ to ylj = filj
j). Then by Lemma 7.2, if/ must be an element of ,/F(F). We
set 'ylj = \l/*ylj (l^j^m^. Then the solution space of ylj = ^lj (l^j^m^
is equal to the solution space of 'j;} = ^ (Irgj^mj). If we set 'yl = ('y{,
...9'ylm) (resp. yl = ( y \ 9 . . . 9 y l m i j ) 9 we have an element D(i/0 e D(X(F)) such
that ryl = D(\l/)°yl. Then the system 'yl = fil is expressed by D(\l/)oyl = ^1.,
that is, yl = D(\l/~1)of/il, This implies that the system of differential equations yl = D(\l/~1)o^,1 is equal to the system of differential equations yl
= hl. Therefore we get D(ij/)°ll = \JLI . Conversely we assume that there
is an element D(^)eD(^(F))
such that iil = D($)°tt. Then we have
/01(S2)) = M<(*) = I^
Since y =M< is
T-automorphic, we have an element geF such that c/)osl=gos2. Since
^e^f(r) and sf2=gos2 is a solution of yl = jul and since the system yl = ll
is also F-automorphic, it is easy to see that (j> is an isomorphism of
yl = kl to yl = iil. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.

§4.

A Remark on Completeness of Pseudo-groups

§o Definition 88L Let F be a pseudo-group on Q. Let (^4) be
a system of differential equations at jlz(i) e J*(Q, Q). F is said to be
locally defined at z by (A) if the following condition is satisfied: Let
^ be a local diffeomorphism of Q such that </> (k) maps an open subset
Wk3]kz,(f)
of a certain F-neighbourhood Vk of j^(l) into Ffc for any
Then '^eF if and only if '0 is a solution of (X).
Proposition 8.1, Let F be a pseudo-group on Q which is complete
at (z, 1). Then F is locally defined at z by a system of differential
equations.
Proof.

Let p=jlz(l)eJl(Q, Q). By Lemma 4.1, we can define the
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order of F at (z, L). We assume that I is the order of F at (z, 1).
In the proof of Lemma 7.1, we showed that, if {ylj}ji:l is a fundamental
system of differential invariants of F at jlz(l) e Jl(Q, Q), F is locally defined at z by ^(0*^ = ^-(1^7^mO. We set ^J(ji(1)) = ^(z)- Then» b?
Lemma 5.2, F is locally defined at z by ^-01(0)) = ^(z) C 1 ^-/^)This system is a system of differential equations at jlz(l) e Jl(Q, Q) with
respect to the unknown map 0.
Proposition 8.2e Let F be a pseudo-group on Q such that &r
is a regular Lie algebra sheaf and such that F is locally defined at
z0eQ by a system of differential equations (A)1 at jlzo(l)eJl(Q, Q).
Then F is complete at (z0, 1).
Proof. Let {yk-}J^i be a fundamental system of differential invariants of <er at jJ 0 (l). We set tf(z) = ykj(jkz(l)).
We denote by (B)k the
system of differential equations generated by ykj — A} (1 g j g mfc). Then,
there is a neighbourhood <&l of jlzo(l) such that I(A)1 n <%1^>I(B)1 n<%1,
where I(^)z (resp. I(B)1) is the set of integral points of (A)1 (resp. (B)1).
Since clearly (A)* is F-automorphic, (B)1 is also F-automorphic. Let k
be any integer such that k^l. Then pk~l(A)1, the (7c— /)-th prolongation
of (A)1 to a neighbourhood of jkQ(l)eJk(Q, Q), possesses the same solution space as (A)1 and therefore F-automorphic. Since we have a neighbourhood <%k of j*0(l) such that l(pk~l(A)1) n qtk-=>I(B)k n ^ fc , (B)fc is also
F-automorphic. Let tp be any local diffeomorphism of Q such that <p
maps an open subset W k 3 j k ( f ) of a F-neighbourhood Ffe of jk0(l) into
Ffc and (^(fc>)*3;5-j;5 (1^ j^mk) on 'l^fc for any fc^O. By Lemma 5.2,
this last condition is equivalent to ykj(jk((p)) = kkj(z) (l^j^mk) on Gk
n'Wk. Therefore 'cp is a solution of any (B)k (/c^O) and, in particular,
'$> is a solution of (/!)*, that is, 'q> e F. Conversely let (p be any local
diffeomorphism of Q such that cp maps an open subset W k B j k ( f ) of a
F-neighbourhood Ffe of jk0(l) into Ffc and '<p e F. Then ;<p is a solution
of (v4)1 and therefore of (B)1. Since ;<p is also a solution of pk~l(A)1
for any /c^/, it is also a solution of (B)k (k*±l) and therefore a solution
of (B)k(k^0). fcp is a solution of (£)fc if and only if (cp^)*yk. = yj
(l^j^Wfc) on ; Pf fc . This implies that (<p< k >)*j>5 = j;5 (l^;^m f e ) on 7 ^f fc
for Jc>0.
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Remark 8.1. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q which is complete at
(z, 1). Then F is complete at any (x, /) with f(x) = z.
This is the particular
said to be complete at z if
if F is complete at (z, 1)
Therefore F may be said
for any z e g .

case of Lemma 5.1. Therefore F may be
it is complete at (z, 1). It is now clear that,
for any (z, 1), it is complete at any (z,/).
to be complete if it is complete at (z, 1)

§ 5.

Examples

9. Example 1. We set J0 = (-a, 0) U (0, a)dU and consider
system of differential equations

the

8u
(*)
dy

-P^yj-u

at Jz 0 (s)e Jl(R2, IQ), z0 = (x0, y0). Let 3? be a Lie algebra sheaf on J0
generated by w-g—•

Then, we can easily see that <*, j;, -g— /w, -g— /M>

is a fundamental system of differential invariants of & at any peJ1(R2,
IQ) and that j&? is determined by the system, that is, the order of JS?
at (atp), /) is 1 for any /. We denote by F the pseudo-group on 10
determined by the system <jc, y, -^- u9-^-lu\. Then F

is complete

at any (z, 1), ze/ 0 . By Theorem 6.1, the system of differential equations

(y

*

'r

/ du_
du

is F-automorphic if it possesses a solution, that is, (*) is T-automorphic,
The integrability condition of (*) is given by -^-=-^-,
Now for any <£eJ/*(F), we have
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On the other hand, (<F>)* (|j/«)- ^/*<«) = *'
'u.

Therefore we get ^ }*V • u = constant = c.

larly, for (£e^(F), (0 ( 1 ) )*(^/wJ=f^^-w)-^/w = c.^/M.

dx

SimiThere-

fore if

®u

(
and (*)2

are isomorphic, then there is a constant c such that a2 = c - a 1 and
P2==c'Pi' Conversely f / a 2 = c - a 1 and f$2 = c'Pi where \c — 1| is a sufficiently small number, we can prove that (*)JL and (*)2 are isomorphic
as the following way: Let j^(/0) be the Lie algebra sheaf on I0 generated by all local vector fields on I0. We denote by ^T(j^) the normalizer
of 3? in J3^(/0). Then we can easily see that JY*(<£) is the Lie algebra
sheaf generated by (u • log (M)) • -^— and w--^— . Let $t (resp. i/^) be a
local 1-parameter group of local transformations induced from ( a - u log (u) + b-u)'-j^ Tresp. (a • u - log (w)) • -J-\

Then we get D(&)

On the other hand it is easy to see that \l/t(u) = uea't and we have
ox

.

and

This implies that, for a positive number c such that |c— 1| is sufficiently
small, there exists an element e^eT such that D(0)o(a, /?) = (c • a, c • /?).
Therefore, by Theorem 7.1, (*)x and (*)2 are isomorphic.
Example 2. We set H| = {(x, j>)|(x, j)eU 2 , ^^0} and let us consider the system of differential equations
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dx

(*)

at

Jwo&sJ1^2* R*), wo = ( w o? vo)° Let j£f be a Lie algebra sheaf on

JR| generated by various local vector fields of the form %(x)- -~ -- £'(*)"
where £(x) is any local analytic function. Then 3? is of infinite
type and we can easily see that dimD (1) = 3 and that <u, v, y--|p-3 y_^L
]x » y> I i a fundamental system
of differential invariants of &
J
dv ' D(u, v) j s
l
2
at any pEJ (R ,R%) and conversely «^f is determined by the system.
Therefore the order of £? at (oc(]?), /) is 1 for any /. We denote by F
the pseudo-group on

UJ

determined

}' Then F is comPlete at
6.1, the system of differential equations

by the system <u,v, y--J^-9yan

^ (z? V> zeR*-

Theorem

dx

(*)'
9

y)
=

is F-automorphic if it possesses a solution. The integrability condition
of (#)' is -^ --- ~^~= y- Since the 1-st and the 2-nd equalities induce the
3-rd equality by differentiation, we can see that the solution space of
(*) is equal to that of (*)'. Therefore (*) is F-automorphic.
For two systems of differential equations
dx

.

=Pi(u,v)

(1=1,2),

we assume that there is a number c such that a2 = c - a J L and P2 = c'Pi
and such that \c — 1| is sufficiently smalL Then we shall prove that
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We shall calculate the normalizer ^(^)
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of ^?. From the equality

-~—, we get the equalities

/t\

Kf A

* dA

,

( i ) t ' - * -t K'

dA

(2)

From (1), we get
,->\
(3)

/

-//tf^.A-S
A K

Therefore (2) and (3) induce the equality
.fdB,
^\dx

82A\,f,/a
dB 2 82A \
2 dA .
a ?2 I+Cs I -B—yV— a -- y V a" a— )— C y V '~5— =0 .
' dx )
V
dy
dxdy ) ^
dy

f{ -= -- h V

Since £ is arbitrary, we get a system of differential equations

d2A

dB

(**)

=o
The 3-rd equation of (**) implies that A(x, y) = 6(x). Then (**) is
replaced by the system of differential equations
{8B_=_

;.0,,

(**)'

dB

The system (**)' satisfies the integrability condition and we can easily
see that a general solution of (**)' is given by — (Q' + d ) - y where a is
any constant number. This implies that the normalizer ,yK(j£?) of £?
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is generated by all local vector fields of the form 0(x)-*— -(9' + a ) - y •-- —
where 6(x) is any local analytic function and a is any constant.
Let (j)t (resp. \l/t) be the local 1-parameter group of local transformations induced from a • y • -*—( resp. 6(x) -g— — (0' + d)-y —*— J . Then we
have

and

_ e,
~
, v) ~*

D(tt, v) '

This implies that there exists an element D(0) e D(J^(FJ)
= J

such that (oc2,

0 a

/?2, 72) ^W0 ( i> /?i? 7i)« Therefore, by Theorem 7.1, (*)i and (*)2 are
isomorphic, that is, (*)A and (*)2 are isomorphic.
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